
 

 
 
In Greek mythology, Pandora was the first woman on earth. Zeus ordered Hephaestus, the god of craftsmanship, to 
create her and he did, using water and earth. The gods endowed  her with many talents; Aphrodite gave her beauty; 
Apollo music; Hermes persuasion; and so forth. Hence her name: Pandora, "all-gifted". 
 
When Prometheus stole fire from heaven, Zeus took vengeance  by presenting Pandora to Epimetheus, Prometheus' 
brother.  With her, Pandora had a jar that she was not to open under any circumstance.  Impelled  by her natural 
curiosity, Pandora opened the jar, and all evil contained escaped and spread over the earth. She hastened to close the 
lid, but the whole contents of the jar had escaped, except for one thing which lay at the bottom, and that was Hope. It 
escaped later when she opened the jar again. 
 
"Pandora." Encyclopedia Mythica from Encyclopedia Mythica Online.             Self-Discipline Choice Worksheet 
 
Pandora:  Greek Mythology video  2:11 min.  PreK – 2nd       Pandora's Box – Story with bibliography and project idea.                           
 
The Myth of Pandora's Box Video  8:34 min.   – 3rd – 12th  - Animated: Preview for determining age level appropriateness   

Life Principle: Self-Discipline 
Pandora’s Box 

 

 
Step 1:  Question Focus:  “Self-Discipline” 

 
Question Focus Technique Resource  

 
 

 
Step 3:  Improve the Questions. 

 
1) Identify open and closed-ended questions. 
2) Change questions: select one question to 

change from open to closed-ended and one 
closed question to open-ended. 

Example:  Closed to open 
      

How did the story end? 
      

How might the story be different if the dog had 
shown some self-discipline? 

 
Step 2:  Produce Questions. 

 
Rules for producing questions: 

1. Ask as many questions as you can. 
2. Change any statements into questions. 
3. Write down every question exactly as stated. 
4. Do not stop to discuss, judge, or answer the 

questions. 
 

http://www.pantheon.org/articles/z/zeus.html
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/h/hephaestus.html
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/endowed
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/a/aphrodite.html
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/a/apollo.html
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/h/hermes.html
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/persuasion
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vengeance
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/e/epimetheus.html
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Impelled
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEFHjodQZOk
http://quatr.us/greeks/religion/myths/pandora.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGTTAfwHugY
http://www.greatexpectations.org/Websites/greatexpectations/images/pdf/lp/self_discipline/Master%20Myth%20CR%20Worksheet.pdf
http://www.greatexpectations.org/the-question-formulation-technique


 

 
CELEBRATION!    GE CELEBRATION DVD 

 

Enriched Vocabulary: 
   endowed   persuasion    vengeance          Impelled   
 ____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
____________________________________________ 
 

Example of Self-Discipline     (Picture or 2-3 sentences) 

Life Principle Words 
 

_________________________    ________________________ 
 
_________________________    ________________________ 

Lexicon 
Word & Definition: 
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________ 
 
Step the Word: 
 
 
 
 
 
Synonym: 
 
 
 
 
Illustration: 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/endowed
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/persuasion
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vengeance
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Impelled
http://www.greatexpectations.org/Websites/greatexpectations/images/pdf/lp_common/Celebration_Resource.pdf
https://squareup.com/market/great-expectations/item/ge-celebration-dvd?t=modal-em

